
COSTCO CASE STUDY AND STRATEGIC ANALYSIS

Costco's Business Model, strategies and core competencies: Costco is trying to generate huge sales volume and quick
inventory turnover by.

Some of the fundamental principle of the Costco is that they obey the law, they take care of their members,
they take care of their employees, they respect their suppliers, and finally they reward their shareholders. In
the core of their strategy, Costco sells limited numbers of products in fewer varieties to keep the cost down
and they rely on high volume sales. Vision Our business is to give the customer the best value we can.
Analysis of the completion using strategic group map shows that Costco has numerous well know competitors
in the market. Brotman Issaquah, Washington, U. Perfect competition eventually drives profits to zero,
therefore, the least amount of competition, the more attractive the industry. One of the crucial factors of
Costco is their pricing strategy. A and Japan with low inflation 4. Shared values. Virtually, they do everything
to retain their customers. Shoppers could tire of Costco's presence. Possibility of international expansion and
Canadian market. The main idea behind this is that it helps lure customers by offering irresistible deals on
those products which will quickly vanish from the store. Costco cannot attract people who are high GDP and
high disposable below poverty line due to its income of the consumers Canada, membership fees and bulk
purchase U. The mission statement of the Costco is well understood throughout the organization by the
management and employees. Costco is performing extremely well from a strategic perspective. New 7s
Breakdown: Superior stakeholder satisfaction. In comparison with BJ,s Costco doesnt have self-checkout
lanes, but BJ s have well managed self checkout lanes and BJs also have low cost video based sales aids to
make shopping more efficient for members. Business model. Beside this, Sam's Club has the advantage of
opening many other stores in areas where it already exist in the market. Therefore, it is logical to infer that
Costco becomes better and more competitive as it grows in size over time. External Opportunities Threats 1.
The firm is among the biggest retail organizations in the world today. Strategy: Strategy is the organizations
pre selected means or approach to gaining its goals or objectives, while keeping in view current and future
external conditions. A typical retailer carries about , to , items for shoppers to choose from. Serves the
democratic countries with 5. Costco's warehouses present one of the largest and most exclusive product
category selections to be found under a single roof. Costco must maintain competitive advantage to ensure
long-term viability. Weak advertisement base leading to the inability of reaching full range of membership
base. Costcos sales revenue in was  In this model, consumers pay a membership fee to access the low-cost
products available at Costco stores. Not only this but also to achieve the excellent store operations,
considerable level of authority is delegated to the warehouse managers who are responsible for bringing the
new ideas about the items or product that would possibly be sell in their stores. The circle represents the sales
revenue. And finally they try to encourage their members to regularly visit Costco so as to not miss out on the
those special best value products offering selections that would otherwise will sold out in a matter of days. It
can concentrate on attracting people who are below poverty level by advertising its low prices in areas that are
outside it current geographic presence in terms of high GDP. As a consequence, entrants will be met with
aggressive incumbent competitors and low profit margins that would make entry very costly and unappealing.
Highly dependent on U. Costco has disrupted their competitors by only stocking those items that could be
priced at bargains levels and thus provide members with significant cost savings. Why or why not? Their
membership base is growing and they are able to retain their customers. Beside this, Costco gives more
priority to the business consumer but on the other hand Sams club is adding new lines of merchandise with
additional emphasis on products such TVs, furniture and other electronics products. This helps minimize
turnover. Beside this, another benefit of Costco merchandising is that not a single manufacturer supplies a
huge percentage of the merchandise that Costco stocked. The high sales volume ensures high revenues in spite
of low selling prices.


